Verification of the
Biological Weapons Convention
Politics, science and industry

Since 1995 an Ad Hoc Group of States Panies to the 1972 Biological and Toxin Weapons
Convention (Bwq has been negotiating a legally binding Protocol to strengthen the treaty's
effectiveness and to improve its implementation. One important aspect of the discussions
has been the attempt to devise measures to verify the ProtocoL An interplay between
politics, science and industry has been at the centre of work to shape the Protocol, which
currently exists as an advanced 'Rolling Text'. These variables influence panicipating states'
views both about how verifiable the Protocol can be, and how verifiable they want it to be.
Differing perceptions on these issues have influenced the language of the draft text: instead
of the word 'verification', the term 'compliance measures' is used in orderto attract broader
support.
The political context of the Ad Hoc Group is the most important component
influencing the development of the Protocol, with the positions formed in the capitals of
contributing countries constituting an important element. The most significant political
preoccupations of the negotiating states include a wish to enhance national and! or international secwity, and a desire to preserve stale sovereignty. Some of the other matters, which
are translated into political issues, include: the need to protect militaryand commercial secrets;
the desirability of different verification measures; the costs of verification; and the desire for
treaty provisions that promote panicipation and confidence building in the regime, such as
mechanisms to facilitate international sciernific and technical co-operation. While all of these
concerns are legitimate, they may be used by some states to slow down the talks in the hope
of preventing the emergence of a strong Protocol or, indeed, any Protocol at all
One political assessment that states have had to make is of the risk that biological
v.eapons (BW) proliferation poses to national and international security, and the extent to
which a BWC Protocol could minimise the danger. For example, the US sees possible BW
proliferation as a major threat, but some elements in the country do not accept that aProtocol
could greatly enhance American security, and, indeed, some observers believe that it may
prove damaging. A nwnber of other Western states also perceive a significam risk from BW
proliferation, but, unlike the US, they feel that an adequately verified BWC Protocol could
contribute to their security.
By contrast, some developing countries are simply not panicipating in the Ad Hoc
Group. In part this is because they perceive other threats - economic and environmental, for
example - to be more pressing than possible BW proliferation, and perhaps also because
theyare unsatisfied by their experience with other international arms control regimes. Of
interest is the fact that African nations - with the exception of South Africa - are declining
to playa role in the Ad HOc Group, paralleling the paucity of ratifications by African Stales
of the Olemical Weapons Convention.
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There is also a tendency for countries to favourverification proposals that do not have an undue impact on
themselves. This would seem to indicate that some states
believe that the security risks from BW proliferation are
unlikely to originate in their own territories, contradicting
evidence of recent activities by indigenous terrorist groups in
several countries, as well as concerns in some states about
bio-terrorism.
Ideally, verification regimes enhance both national and
international security by giving states confidence that violations
can be detected in time to take action to minimise the effects
and to deter potential violators. But verification also involves
costs: economic, and in terms of possible risks to a count:rfs
security provisions and other national activities. Some states,
particularly the US, fear that verification mechanisms could
compromise their bio-defence programmes or other defence
research and develoPIrent, including counter-terrorism, as well
as their industrial profits. In the case of the US, the former
concern is ironic given the level of openness about its defensive
programmes. Bycontrast, other Ad Hoc Group participants
and external observers believe that the additional danger of
espionage from an international regime is minimal- if someone were intent on learning state secrets there would be far
easier ways of doing so than through an international inspectorate. Furthermore, while the economic outlay for verification
is real, it is not significant compared to the cost of other
national security initiatives.
In addition, there are different political interpretations
concerning the relative importance of verification measures
in the Rolling Text. Many participating countries believe that
a strong verification regime should be a vital element of the

Protoco~ but other aspects are also seen as important. A major

aim, particularly for the developing countries, is to maximise
measures promoting scientific and technical co-operation.
Although verification and scientific co-operation are complementary, trade-offs are being made between them.
Science

Different assessments about the potential verif~ilityof the
BWC Protocol are based, in part, on contrasting scientific
analyses. There is a widespread perception in the Ad Hoc
Group that verifying non-proliferation of biological weapons
is more challenging than for other weapons because of two
fundamental complications.
•
First, BWagents are living micro-organisms, or, in the
case of toxins, products of live processes. Consequently, they
are of dual origin: they can occur in great quantities in nature;
and they can be manufactured in laboratories.
•
Second, like chemical weapons, BWagents and precursors, and the equipment needed to manufacture and to
weaponise them, have both legitimate and illicit uses.
In view of these complications, verification sceptics feel that
any verification regime must be capable of demonstrating intent to abuse dual-use and dual-origin materials. It is feh that
it is insufficient to demonstrate the presence of suspicious
matter in a laboratory, or a suspicious outbreak of disease.
Rather, it is deemed necessary to ascertain that substances are
being used, or are intended for use, in an illicit programme, or

The US clarifies its position on 'visits'
Oliver Meier
The US has added some details to its minimalist stance on the controversial question of 'visits'to relevant biological
weapons (BW) facilities. In an informal paper - released on 2 February 2000 - Washington accepts the concept of
lransparencyvisits', -which is the alternative to the 'randoml}""selected visits' mentioned in the Rolling Text. But the US
envisages only a limited role for such visits - to maintain the expertise of the Technical Secretariat - and believes that
they should not be used to validate 'Whether states' declarations about their BWrelevant facilities and materials are
accurate and complete.
The visiting team would also be prohibited from drawing conclusions or generating findings. The mandate
should be 'relatively simple and generic', and should be distinct from other on-site activities. Furthermore, the visits
should be co-operative endeavours and should build confidence. Both the level of information and the degree of
access granted to the team should be at the discretion of the visited state party.
Because such visits would be non-intrusive - essentially amounting to a guided tour of the facility - Washington
sees no need for so-called managed-access procedures, under 'Which certain sections of a plant might be screened off
and other measures might be taken to avoid the loss of confidential data. The paper contains no information on the
criteria that will be used to identify 'Which facilities should be examined
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that an outbreak. of disease results from the hostile use of
micro-organisms or toxins.
Alongside such fundamental concerns are a host of
logistical difficulties. For example, since BW facilities can be
very small and can be cleaned up quickly, their detection poses
significam tests. External commentators have noted, however,
that there is a tendency to overstate this problem, given that
small facilities will not produce militarilysignificant quantities.
Scepticism over the possibilityof verifying a Protocol
with an adequate degree of confidence is reinforced, in pan,
by misconceptions about the nature of verificatioIL Sceptics
often have a tacit belief that verification solutions should be
in the fonn of paniculartechnologies, and their understanding
that the development of such technologies is extremely unlikely for BW verification can add to their doubt. Although
technologies can facilitate verification, they do not constitute
the entire process. In verification regimes political solutions,
such as the level of access permitted during an on-site inspection, are at least as important as technical fixes.
A significant nwnber of countries and commentators
argue that a verification regime providing an adequate degree
of confidence in the BWC Protocol is attainable. The basic
elements include:
•
mandatory declarations of activities and! orfacilities;
•
visits to ensure that these pronouncements are
complete and accurate; and
•
short notice investigations, which 'M>uld be invoked
by a challenge from a state party, to address concerns about
possible non-compliance.

All of these options are in the Rolling Text, but there is no
consensus on the purpose of visits as being to validate declarations - much less details regarding all three mechanisms.
Industry

•

To be effective a BWC Protocol verification regime should
involve relevant industries. Since the bio-technological
companies requiring dual-use materials are many and diverse
- ranging from agriculture and food production to bioremediation - it 'M>uld be impractical for the verification
regime to attempt to monitor them all. The task of defining
which facilities should be declared is an area needing panicular
attention from the Ad Hoc Group. At this stage, the sector
that has been deemed most likely to be affected is the
pharmaceutical industry - although by no means all of itbecause of its inherent production capability.
This global enterprise is lucr.ttive and disproportionately
represented in the West - panicularly in the European
Union (EU), Japan and the US (which has the largest share of
pharmaceutical companies). Pharmaceutical products are

research intensive, often taking ~ to develop and test, and
many potential products fail to enter the market. Pharmaceuticals are also knowledge intensive: a small sample can
contain a lot of infonnation about its composition and manufacture. The emphasis on research and development - in
some cases coupled with the lack of appropriate patenting
protection - puts an even higher value on confidential business
information than in other industries.
It is not surprising that talk of 'declarations', 'transparencY, 'investigations' and 'visits' has caused anxietyabout
the impact of possible verification measures, both within industryand in those parts of govelllIrent charged with promoting
the sector. In the majority of countries that have significant
pharmaceutical enterprises, interaction betv.een industry and
govelllIrent has enabled the latter to develop positions that
protect industrial interests. Such dialogue has also helped industries to understand and to accept measures proposed under
the Protocol However, critically, relations between the US
government and the American pharmaceuticals industryare
difficult.
One element that should reassure industryis that there
will be t\\O tiers of responsibilityfor implementing the Protocoh an international organisation overseeing implementation;
and national authorities established bystates panies to coordinate their obligations and to conduct a dialogue with the
international organisation. Such a division of labour'M>uld
enable national civil servants to be vigilant in protecting state
secrets - either trnde or military.
Conclusion

In constructing an effective regime to verify compliance with
the Protoco~ the Ad Hoc Group is dealing with a complex
dynamic involving politics, science and industry. Different
national perceptions about these three variables impose limitations on, open possibilities for, and, above
complicate
the 'M>rk of, the Ad Hoc Group. This is especially apparent
in its effort to devise effective verification, and the resulting
regime will inevitably reflect compromises between the triad
of politics, science and industry.
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Henrietta WIlson
Consultant to VERTIC
Henrietta observed the seventeenth session of the Ad Hoc Group
of the BWCin Geneva (22 Nlvember-l0 December) on behalf

of the Acronym Institute and VERTIC She published analyses
of its deliberations in DisamflnDt Dip/antcy, Issues 40 (September-October 1999) and 42 {December 1999). A longer version
of this article will be published as a VERTIC Research Report.

,
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Approaching arms control
and verification afresh

Following the US Senate's decision on 13 October 1999 not
to approve ratification of the Comprehensive Nuclear Test
Ban Treaty (CTBl), it is unnecessary to emphasise the need
for an informed debate on the role of arms control in the
post-Cold War era. Nancy Gallagher's collection of wellinformed and thought provoking essays covers manyof the
issues and problems that surround the subject. The book is
the product of a project conducted by the US-based Women
in International Securitygroup, which aitm to increase comm
unication between scholars and policymakers. Most of the
authors have experience in both academia and government.
Ratherthan organising the book around specific arms
comrol regimes, this volwne adopts a fresh approach and
looks at the problems that cut across different areas. Defining
arms control broadlyas 'co-operative measures to reduce the
costs and risks associated with the acquisition, threat, and
use of militaryforce', all six authors try to bridge the gaps
between theory and policy.

Verification Quotes
'Treaties are inherently slow and cumbersome. Their
sole virtue is that they establish rigorous standan:ls for
verification.'
FormerQADirector (1977-81) Admir.UStansfield Turner (retired).
See 'Ointon Gm Ott Nuclear Anm Wtthout a Treaty', btelnttimJ

HemldTrihIn, 2 November 1999, P. 8.

'In God We Trust. All Others We Monitor.'
Sign at the 11) Air Fon:e seismic monitoring station, Alice Springs,
NOrthern Tenito~.AustraIia.
was shown in a promotional film
for the Comprehensive NucJ.ear. Test-Ban TreatyOrganization.

nm

'... a fissile material cut-off treaty is a central and indispensable element in any verification regime for a world free of
nuclear weapons.
AustralianMirmterfor Foreign Affairs and Thde,.AIexancIerDowner,
MP, at the commemoration of the cennuyof the 1899 Hague Peace
Conference, Universityof Melbourne, 18 February 1999. Quoted in
FaeiwzAffoin arrJ T~ RJxml, Department of Foreign Affairs and
Trnde, Gmbem, voL 3, no 1-2, July 1999, p.ll.
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Gallagher's introduction maps 'current argwnents
about arms control policy onto old disputes about international relations theory' (p. 13). She contends that the old
tools used for analysing arms control dilerrunas are no longer
sufficient. This argument lays the groundv..urkfor an analysis
of 'Arms Control in the Information Age' by Emilyo. Goldman. She recommends 'bridging strategies' or 'flexible
packages of asymmetrical measures that both regulate capabilities and influence rivals' rnotivations'to adapt arms control .
to the post-Cold War world and information age (p. 25).
Ann M Florini describes 'A New Role for Transparency in order to help solve many of the world's nonproliferation problems. In a chapter titled 'Beyond Defence,
Deterrence, and Arms Control', Gloria Duffy argues for a
US policy that attempts 'to reduce or prevent threats before
they require military responses' (p. 75), especially nontraditional dangers.
Unlike the other authors who deal with nonconventional security issues, Rebecca Johnson is mainly
concerned with the modification of existing institutions. In
'Nuclear Arms Control through Multilateral Negotiations',
she uses the example of the CfBT talks to make specific
reform proposals for the Conference on Disarmament and
other multilateral fora. In 'The Impact of Governmemal
Context on Negotiation and Implementation: Constraints and
Opportunities for Olange', AmySands uses the effect of US
doIreStic politics on the Cbemical Weapons Convemion talks
to argue for a more 'holistic approach to arms comrol'.
Gallagher's closing chapter analysing the two-level
dynamics of 'the politics of verification' could hardly be more
timelyin light of the Senate~ decision on the CfBT. She urges
verification analysts and practitioners to move away from a
purelytechnical debate about the effectiveness of verification
arrangements towards an acceptance that some 'verification
paradoxes' are inevitable and unresolvable. WIth such an approach, even domestic debates, like the one about the
verifiability of the CfBT, might be won.
•

Reviewed by Oliver Meier
Controh New Approaches to Theory and Policy
Edited by Nancy W. Gallagher
(London! Ponland, Oregon: Frnnk Cass, 1998)
£1650 (paperback)
Arm;
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Verification Watch

Life after non-ratification:
the CTBTO carries on

y

The Preparatory Committee (prepCom) for the Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban TreatyOrganization (CIBTO) met
for its tenth session on 15-19 November 1999 - the first
such gathering since the US Senate refused to agree to the
ratification of the Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban Treaty
(CfBl) in October 1999. Safe in the knowledge that Senate
opponents of the CfBT had failed to block Washington's
financial contribution to the PrepCom, a budget of $79.9
million was approved to support the '\\'Ork of the Provisional
Technical Secretariat (PTS) in 2000. This was $5.2m larger
than the amount earmarked in 1999. The budget projection
for2001 is $94.9m, although some states have alreadyindicated
that an increase of $15m next year would be unacceptable.
The PTS aims to have the International Monitoring
System (IMS) in place by 2003. The greatest obstacle to
meeting this objective remains completion of the Operations
Manual for On-Site Inspections. In addition, 31 !MS stations
and one radionuclide laboratory 'require adjusunents'. Site
surveys revealed that the co-ordinates provided in Annex 2
of the CIBTProtocolfor!MS station locations v.ere in many
cases unsuitable because of excessive background noise or
because the bearings tumedout to be at sea. Infrnsound station
59 on Hawaii had to be relocated because of potential volcanic
activityand because it was v.ithin the confines of a state prison.
Fortunately, site surveyors v.ere able to find an excellent lownoise area only 62 kilometres away.
The commissioning of primary seismic stations is
making progress. In the near future, the US will hand over
control of the Belbasi Seismic Monitoring Station (close to
Ankara) to Turkey for upgrading and connection to the !MS.
Pakistan has reconnected its Olakwal Seismic Monitoring
Station, which was disengaged before its nuclear tests of May
1998. New Zealand and Fiji have been discussing the possibility of jointly building a monitoring station on the South
Pacific island as part of the IMS.
Meanwhile, the Ointon administration has appointed
the former head of the Joint Ollefs of Staff, General John
Shalikashvili (retired), to lead a high-level CIBT task force.
His mandate is 'to reach out to members of the Senate and
to construct a path that will bridge any differences and
ultimately obtain Senate advice and consent to the Treaty'.

Sources: CfBT/PG10/l1Annex V '2000 Programme and
Budget', Tenth Session, VIenna, 15-19 November 1999; CfBTI
PG 101 1 'Report of th~ Tenth Session of the Preparatory
Commission for the Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty
Organization', p. 3; CfBT/PG 101 11Annex H, www.ctbto.org;
Xirhua, Ankara, 8 February2000;Xitbta &NewZealand Press
Association, 25 January 2000; US Secretary of State Madeleine
K. Albright, Statem!tt m the CmprrI;eni'U! Test Ban Tnttty, Davos,
Switzerland, 28 January 2000; Ja1I!t D(era W~~ 2 February
2000,p.4.

Verified decommissioning fizzles
in Northern Ireland
In December 1999 there was considerable hope that, as part
of the Good Fridaypeace process, the Irish Republican Army
(IRA) '\\'Ould at last begin to discuss disarmament with the
Independent International Commission on Decommissioning. The IRA appointed an interlocutor to conduct talks with
the Commission, which is headed byCanadian GeneralJohn
de Chastelain. On 31 January2000, hov.ever, the Commission
reported that, contrary to expectations, the IRA had neither
provided information to General de Cltastelain as to when
decommissioning '\\'Ould start, nor (reading betv.een the lines)
had it discussed the modalities of the process, including verification, or provided data on its v.eapon holdings.
Bycontrnst, the Loyalist U1ster Volunteer Force (UVF)
has been discussing the modalities of decommissioning its
arms with the Commission for some time. The independent
bodyhas warned that, given the quantityof pararnilitaryarms
and their dispersed location, it will soon become logistically
impossible to complete verifieddecommissioning bythe Good
Friday Agreement deadline of 22 May 2000. In response to
the British Governrnent~ move to suspend the new Northern
Ireland Executive - a decision that was implemented despite
a last-minute IRA statement that it '\\'Ould 'consider how to
put arms and explosives beyond use' - the IRA announced in
February that it was ceasing contact with the Commission
altogether.
Sources: Report of the Independent International Commission
on Decommissioning, Belfast, 31 January 2000; Report of the
Independent International Commission on Decommissioning,
Belfast, 11 February 2000; tbe TIfrl!S, 3 December 1999, p. 1.
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OPANAL seeks new role

The resolution establishing UNMOVIC provides incentives
for Baghdad's co-operation, including: lifting the limit on Iraqi
On 30 November-1 December 1999, members of the Agency oil sales for hwnanitarian purposes; loosening UN oversight
for the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons in Latin America of Iraqi imports; and the possible suspension of sanctions by
and the Caribbean (OPANAL) met in Lima, Peru, for their the end of 2000.
Critics believe that these concessions could give
sixteenth biannual General Conference. (OPANAL is responsible for overseeing implementation of the Latin American Baghdad more flexibility to buy equipment needed to develop
nuclear-weapon-free zone, which was established by the 1967 weapons of mass destruction. Unconfirmed US intelligence
Treaty of Tlatelolco.) For the first time, non-governmemal reports claim that, since the end of UNSCDM°inspections,
organisations (NGOs) were formally admitted to the evem Iraq has begun to rebuild the facilities necessary for producing
as observers - VERTICwas one of the 12 NGOs that were che~ biological and nuclear weapons. Although the Imernational Atomic Energy Agency {IAEA} inspected Iraq's
presem.
nuclear
material and one declared nuclear facility at Tuwaitha
Since membership of the nuclear-weapon-free zone is
in
late
January
2000 - carried out under Iraq's safeguards
practicallyuniversal- QIDahas signed the Treatyof TIatelolco,
but remains the only state in the region yet to ratify it - the agreemem with the IAEA - these visits did not extend to
debate focused on whether the Agency should assume suspect sites.
On 26 January, the members of the Security Council,
additional responsibilities. Secretary-General Enrique RomanMoreywas tasked with improving contacts with other nuclear- unanimously agreed that former Swedish IAEA Directorweapon-free--zone agencies and examining 'Whether OPANAL General Hans Blix should head UNMOVIC Blix's appointmem was acceptable to <Jllna, France and Russia, which had
should convene an international all-zone symposium.
previously
rejected the recommendation that the post should
Panicipants at the General Conference also emphasised
be
given
to
the first UNSCDM Executive Cltairman, Ro1£
the need to speed up the conclusion of safeguards accords
with the International Atomic Energy Agency, which is Ekfus. Iraq claims that it \\ill not co-operate with UNMOVIC,
charged with verifying compliance with the Treaty. All member but the real test \\ill come when Blix - backed by the Security
states, with the exception of Guyana, have finalised such Council- formally requests a visit to Baghdad.
agreements, but onlyQIDa, Ecuador, Peru and Uruguay have
signed additional protocols to strengthen their safeguards.
Sources: Barbara Crossette, '4 Abstain as UN Votes To Inspect
IraqiArms',Int.errutimtlHemldTrihun!, 18-19 December 1999,
No OPANAL member state has ratified a protocol
pp.
1, 5; Barbara Oossette, 'Iraq Rejects New Inspections but
The General Conference was followed by a tv.o-day
Leaves
Opening', IrtemltimJHemldTribt,n, 20 December 1999,
seminar on disarmament - also attended by VERTIC - that
p. 4; Barbara Oossette, 'Security Council Agrees on New Iraq
addressed issues as diverse as the role of different regional
Arms Inspector,' ItternttimJ HemId Tribt,n, 27 January 2000, p.
and global organisations in disarmamem and arms contro~
9; 'No Inspectors, Iraqi OfflCialSays',I1t.emIIimdHemldTribt,n,
the future of arms comrol and non-proliferation regimes, and
11 February 2000; p. 4.
the relationship between peace, security and developmem.
Sources: Conference document number CG/Res. 387, 30
November 1999. Documents and information about OPANAL
and the disarmament seminar can be found at www.opanal.org

Son of UNSCOM
The UN Security Council authorised, on 17 December 1999,
the establishment of a new arms inspection commission for
Iraq, which is to be named the UN Monitoring, Verification
and Inspections Commission {UNMOVIq. It succeeds the
UN Special Commission (UNSmM), whose inspections
ceased in late 1998 prior to the bombing campaign by the u;
and the UK. However, four countries, including Cbina, France,
and Russia (all perrnanem members of the Security Council) ,
abstained from the vote, revealing the fractured state of imernational suppon for Iraqi inspections and virtually inviting
Iraq's rejection of the resolution on 19 December.

'IYust
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OSCE verifies radar dismantlement
The Organisation for Security and Co-operation in Europe
(OSCE) has successfully concluded its path-breaking exercise
of monitoringthe dismantling byRussia of the Skrunda radar
station in Latvia, which resulted from a June 1994 accord
between the two countries.
An OSCE representative was appointed to the Joint
Committee that was set up to monitor and to co-ordinate
implementation of the agreement, and an OSCE Inspection
Team was established to carry out biannual surveys of the
radar site. The OSCE described the process as 'one of the
unsung success stories of international diplomacy during
the 1990s'.
Source: OKE press release, number IS 03/99,
October 1999, pp. 2-3.
.....
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Chemical weapon destruction blues

f
f

Both the US and Russia are facing difficulties in meeting their
obligations to destroy chemical-weapons (CW) stocks by
2007, as stipulated under the 1993 Chemical Weapons Convention (ewq. A former employee at the only functioning
ew incinerator on the U; mainland has alleged that the facility
is unsafe and poses health and environmental risks. Gary
Harris, who was employed by EG&G Defence Material Inc.
at the Tooele plant in Uah, believes that the US Army-run
incinerator has design flaws, which resulted in some of the
gelled chemical agents not being completely burned. Scrap
metal that has been resold could allegedly have been contaminated with traces of ew agents like sarin.
These charges were publicised by the Chemical
Weapons Working Group, which has filed a joint lawsuit with
the National Siena Oub and the VIetnam Veter.ms of America
Foundation against the US Government. If the allegations
lead to a formal investigation, operations at the Tooele plant
and the construction of similar facilities in Alabama, Arkansas,

Colorado, Kentucky and Oregon could be suspended. This
outcome could raise the costs of ew destruction considerably
and delay US compliance with the ewc
On 7 February 2000, Russia announced that, unless it
finds external funding, it v.ould not be able to meet the 2002
deadline for destroying 20% of its chemical weapons. Russia
is also requesting that it be exempted from its obligation lUlder
the Convention to destroy all of its ew facilities. Instead,
Moscow has proposed that 18 of the 24 plants be converted
to peaceful activities. In seeking the exemption, Russia has,
forthe first time, publidyrevealed details of, and plans for, its
former ew factories, as well as the associated costs.
Sources:JJ{eneNeus, 31 January2000; Cltemical ~ ~rlt
ing Group website at www.cwwg.orglcwwg.html; Deseret New,
22 January2000; CPCWSyrthesis, number 5, November-December 1999, pp. 1, 13-15; Reuters, 'Russia Lagging in Otemical
Weapon Destruction', 8 February 2000; Judith Miller, 1Jndoing
Otemical Arms', IrtternatimaJ HenJd Triburr, 7 February2000.

New positions available at VERTIC
On-Site Inspection Researcher
VERTIC seeks an expert familiar with on-site inspection theoryand practice. The successful applicant will conduct an 18month resean::h project on the modalities, techniques and technology of on-site inspections, spanning the range of
international agreements that are of interest to the organisation - principallyarms contro~ disarmament, the environment,
and peace accords. Helshe willhave direct experience of conducting on-site inspections or will have carried out considerable
resean::h into the subject. Proficiency in English is essential. The salary range is £ 22,000-32,000 for a senior resean::her,
and £15,000-24,000 for a resean::her.

l
1

Information Officer/Networker
VERTICseeks a unique individual to expand its contacts with the outside v.orld - notablythe global verificationco~
governments, the media, and other non-governmental organisations (NGOs) - and to develop furtherthe organisation's
role as a clearing-house for verification information. I~ the successful applicant will have experience of public relations,
v,orking with the mediaand/oroutreach progr.unmes. Helshe will have an wtderstanding of international politics, preferably
in areas relevant to the v.ork of VERTIC
Duties will include maintaining and expanding VERTICs verification net\Wrk, organising conferences and
v.orkshops, managing the promotion and distribution of VERTICs publications, and producing its annual Verifimtim
Ogmisatims Dirrttary. Proficiency in English and computer literacy are essential. A one-year contract is offered in the first
instance, with the possibilityof extension subject to funding. A part-time arrangement may also be considered The salary
range is £ 15,000-24,000.
Applicants should send a curriculum vitae and a cover letter addressing the selection criteria and providing the names and
full contact details of three referees. For detailed job descriptions, see VERTICs v.ebsite at WW\\tvertic.org or contact
VERTICs Administr.1tor, Angela Woodward. The closing date for applications for both positions is 31 March 2000.
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Great yearbook,
shame about the verification

Once again the No~gian-basedFridtjof NansenInstitute that procedural and substantive reform of the Organisation
has produced a gem of a yearbook (see the July 1999 issue of will be required in orderto integrate sustainable development
Tn6t& Vet#Jforareviewof the 1998-99 version). The 1999- into its rules. These tv.o papers demonstrate that there is still
2000 volurre comprises a balanced mixture of countryprofiles a long way to go before environmental and trade matters are
and reference material on international environmental agree- seen as equally important.
ments, and inter- and non-governmental organisations. 1his
EdgarGoldlooks at the attempts to reduce ship-source
information is preceded bya set of short papers that analyse marine pollution. He praises American efforts to improve
current issues and keythernes, and provide a clear summary international liability and compensation mechanisms, but '
of where international environmental po1icymaking is succ- pleads for more emphasis to be put on preventing accidents
eeding and where further obstacles must be overcome.
from occurring in the first place. Finally, Adil Najam highlights
The only paper that mentions verification is an over- the growing participation of business in environmental
view of the international nuclear safety regime. Roland policymaking - via the Geneva-based World Business
Council for Sustainable DevelopTimerbaev and Abram Iorysh
ment - but questions whether this
describe how the regime has
... there is still a long way
represents a true greening of the
developed since the 1950s underthe
private sector or just a 'greenwash'.
International Atomic Energy
to go before environmental
By making slightly fe~r direct
Agency, and they include swnmaries
and trade matters are seen
references to verification than in
of the relevant conventions. The
previous issues, this edition may
authors note that the April 1999
as equally important.
leave the impression that verificameeting of the contracting parties
tion and monitoring do n~t matter.
to the Nuclear Safety Convention
resulted in a landmark international monitoring system for 1his is unfortunate and something that should be rectified in
dealing with the nuclear safety status of participating future years. Nonetheless, the YEtl~ if Irrtemzt:imJJ Or
cperatiaunE nci:rarm:nt atri~ 1999/2000 remains a
countries.
Joyeeta Gupta provides an excellent evaluation of valuable source of both hard facts and thought provoking
progress on the climate regime, taking into account the econ- commentary, which should appeal not just to those involved
omic, political, legal, institutional, scientific, and environmental in environmental policymaking, but also to anyone with an
perspectives. She points out that, while great progress has interest in international affairs.
been made, potential bottlenecks - resulting, for example,
from deep divisions between the developing and developed
states, and from government inaction due to fears of domestic
opposition to emission reduction policies - could still stall the Reviewed by Care Tenner
regune.
Yearbookof International Co-operation on Environment and
Kristin Rosendal also emphasises the need to over- Development 1999/2000
come the North-South divide in her chapter on bio-diversity. Edited by HeIge Ole Bergesen, Georg Parmann and 0ystein
She examines the problematic relationship betv.een the Con- B. Thommessen
vention on Biological Diversity and the agreement on Trade- {London: Earthscan Publications, 1999), £45 (hardback}
Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (IRIPs),
which was concluded under the auspices of the World Trade
Organisation (WfO).
Readers (Ire asked to /laic Ihal Ihe VEKrIC zuebsil('
Similarly, Beatrice Cbaytor andJames Cameron assess
Iws moved from zuzuzu.jllil.orglvcrlic 10 www.VCrtiC.01g
the wro's treatment of environmental issues, and assert
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Technology Scan

'Breakthrough' in landmine detection
could dramatically reduce false alarms

A prototype detection system could help to eliminate the large
number of false alarms involved in locating anti-personnel
landmines. The US Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency (DARPA) recently tested a pilot system, which was
developed by Quantwn Magnetics, in areas around Tuzla,
Bosnia-Herzegovina. The prototype reponedly located
without any false alarms five anti-personnel-landmine-type
targets loaded with the explosive RDX and one that was filled
with metal, as \\ell as tv.Q RDX anti-tank-lancfmine.1.ike targets.
The system, which performed \\ell in both heat and
rain, does not suffer the same problems with false alarms as
CUll'ent devices because it can recognise explosives, ratherthan
just a landmine's metal firing pin. It v.urks by sending out
radio-frequency energythat hits individual atoms in the explosive, which return a frequency recognised by the detector.
The next step is to equip the system to detect 1NT - the
most common explosive used in landmines.
Source: JeremySinger, '''Breakthrough'' In Mine Detection Could
Dr.unaticallyGttFalse AIarms',lmd! 1a.A ~ 11 October 1999,
P. 9.

'Sound gun' developed to help inspectors
A 'sound gun' built by the Los Alamos National Laboratory
in New Mexico, US, could facilitate on-site inspections. The
'gun' is able to identify the contents of unmarked steel containers from a distance of three metres, allowing inspectors
to distinguish betv.een an ordinaryfuel dnun and, for example,
a barrel of nerve agent.
The gun exploits the ability of ultrasound to make a
container resonate. A laser beam measures the vibrational
frequency of the drum, which, in turn, depends on what is
stored inside. More than 100 different chemicals can be
identified in about 30 seconds.
The sound gun has several advantages over existing
technology, which is cumbersome and must be placed within

one centimetre of the target. And users must be protected
from the radioactive neutron source that the instnunent uses.
Another alternatlve technique is to use a special drill
bit that can extract a sample of the chemical and then reseal
the container. But the drill cannot be used from a distance
and leaking noxious substances could endanger the inspectors.
Source: NewScimtist, 30 October 1999, p. 11.

Robots to refuel satellites ...
The US Depanment of Defense is developing a robot that
can refuel and service satellites in orbit. The autonomous space
transponer and robotic orbiter (ASTRO) will shuttle back
and fonh betv.een satellites and fuel dumps that are stationed
in holding orbits. ASTRO could extend a satellite's life many
times over, since theyv.uuld no longer drop out of orbit and
burn up when their fuel supplies \\ere exhausted
Verification v.uuld be strengthened by the availability
of continuous coverage and the enhancement of controllers'
ability to manoeuvre satellites at will, making it more difficult
for observers to predict their positions. This v.uuld help to
ensure that states attempting to violate arms control and disarmament agreements could not time their illicit activities to
avoid overhead passes by satellites, which India is believed to
have done before its nuclear tests in 1998.
Source: NewScimtist, 30 October 1999, p. 22.

... and robots that roll and hop
Information-gathering robots that roll and hop could be used
for remote-controlled intelligence gathering. The robots,
developed by the University of Minnesota, are described as
roughly the size and shape of a roll of toilet paper. Each
carries a tinysensor: a video camera, vibration device or microphone. The 'robo-scouts' can be deployed in teams, with
individuals staying in touch by radio. Theyare controlled from
a mobile base, permitting a distance of more than 400 metres
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to be maintained between the scouts and their operators.
The research team claims that the hopping action is
their greatest accomplishment. This ~ achieved using a springloaded mechanism that winches in a leg and then suddenly
releases it, making it possible for the robot to climb stairs and
to oven:ome small barriers. Wheels at either end of the cylinder
allow the robot to roll into position.
Source: NewScientist, 13 November 1999, p. 6.

Underground radar breakthrough
Bahktar Associates of California in the US recendyunveiled
a radar that can provide three-dimensional images of objects
up to 45.7 metres belowthe surface of land and sea. Such a
device would allowverifiers to identify underground v.e.lpOns
facilities, like those of concern in Libya, Irnq and NoIthKorea.
The underwater detection capability could also be used to
verify treaties dealing with submarines and nuclear weapons
positioned on the seabed
Source: Bryan Bender, 'Radar Breakthrough Could Help DoD
"See" undergrowtd',jam I>(enE Wa*~ 22 December 1999, P. 8.

Live seismic data on the web
Near real-~ seismogtaIm are being broadcast on the intemet
- having been recently developed jointlybythe US Geological
Surveys Albuquerque Seismological Laborntoryand the University of California at San Diego. The data, -which can be
used to detect underground nuclear tests, is available at www.
liss.org, and includes information from 36 seismic stations
around the world - soon to be expanded to more than 150.
Source: Olarles R Hun and Harold Bolton, 'Live Seismogr.uns
from the Net,' IRIS Neusktter, voL xvm, 00.1, spring/summer
1999, pp. 2-3.

News
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Events

East Timor mission head to address
VERTIC-Wilton Park conference
The head of the former UN Assistance Mission in East TlIIlOr
{UNAME1), Ian Martin, will be the keynote speaker at the
joint VERTIG-Wmon Park Conference on the Monitoring
and Verification of Peace Agreements, which will be held on
24-26 Man:h 2000. For funher details, see the enclosed insen
or contact Heather Ingreyat: WIlton Park Conferences, WlSton
House,Steyning, WestSussex,BN44 3DZ, UK.Phone 01903
817764; E-mail: heather.ingre}@wiltonparkorg.uk; Fax
01903 814217.

Landmine Monitor project
VERTIChas submitted to Landmine Monitor the first draft
of its repon on the UN's role in assessing compliance with
the Ottawa Convention. The document VJas prepared by
Angela Woodw.uU, and was considered at Landmine Monitor's
meeting in Brussels on 31 January-2 February2000. It will be
one of the thematic papers that will be in the second annual
Landmine Monitorrepon on state compliance with the Ottawa
Convention, -which will be presented to the Second Meeting
of States Parties in Geneva in September.

VERTIC participates in UK Inquiry
VERTIC has made a written submission on issues of
monitoring, verification and compliance to the UK House of
Commons Foreign Affairs Committee's Inquiryinto Weapons
of Mass Destruction. Committee members have aslled Trevor
Findlayto appear before them in April 2000.

New interns
Submarine-detecting plankton?
Four Ukrainian marine biologists have made significant
progress in their resean:h on biolwninescent plankton, which,
when disturbed, can reveal the presence of large underwater
objects, such as submarines. The resean:h could also be used
to verify future nuclear arms-control treaties that restrict or
prohibit nuclear-armed submarines. In October, the Ukrainian
security service accused the scientists of 'exponing state
secrets'.
Source: Jon Copleyand Duncan GrahanrRowe, 'The Cold War
Resurfaces,' NewScientist, 20 November 1999, p. 4.
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VERTIChas acquired two new interns until the end of April
2000. Douglas Dyer, who comes to the organisation through
Educational Programs Abroad (EPA), is enrolled at The
Evergreen State College in Olympia, Washington, US. He is
a third-year student, majoring in political science. During
his internship, Douglas is also taking classes at Birkbeck
College, University of London. He is helping to update the
Verifia:ztiaz Q-gmisatims Dimtory, researching peacekeeping
in East Timor, and analysing European Union mechanisms
for monitoring member nations' compliance with environmental agreements.
Sasha Lezhnev comes to VERTIC with the assistance
of the Britlsh Universities NoIth American Oub. He is a third-
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year student at Georgetown University in Washington, DG
pursuing a degree in Comparative Studies, with a regional
focus on Russia and Mrica. As well as helping to update the
Verijiaaioo 0rgtrisat:ia1s Dim:tary, Sasha is assisting Tom Milne
with surveying Russian verification research progr.unmes for
a chapter in VERTICs Verijiaaioo yazrltx.k 2000.

New grants for test ban research
VERTIC has received two new grants to continue its work
on verification of the CIBT. The John MerckFund in Ollcago
and the Ploughshares Fund in San Francisco awarded the
organisation $40,000 and $30,000 respectively. Some of the
moneywill be used to convene a high-level meeting of seismologists and other scientific and verification experts in order
to assess the verifiability of the CIBT and the current and
potential future performance of the International Monitoring
System

A founding VERTIC Board member retires
It is with regret that VERTIC announces the retirement of
John Edmonds CMG evo from its Board. Formerly a Royal
Navy officer and a British diplomat, John was Ambassador
and Leader of the UK delegation to the trilateral CIBT
negotiations berneen 1978 and 1980. He was later Olairman
and Vice-Olairman of the former Council for Anm Control
and a Visiting Fellow at Reading University in the UK. John
was a member of VERTICs Oversight and Advisory Board
(OAB) from the inception of the organisation in 1986, and
became a VERTIC Director when the Board of Directors
and the OAB merged in 1997. VERTICthanks John for his
dedicated service over the past 14 years and wishes him well
with his continuing woIkin the arms-control and disarmament
community.

Staff news
Trevor Findlay has been busywith fund-raising applications,
preparing VERTIC's submission to the UK House of
Commons Foreign Mfairs Committee's Inquiry into
Weapons of Mass Destruction, and organising and editing
the initial contributions to VERTICs Verijiaaioo Yatrlnk
2000. On 30 November, Trevor and Clare Tenner met with
John Ashton of the UK Foreign and Commonwealth Office
(FCO) to discuss climate change issues. On 3 December, he
attended a public meeting organised by Pugwash London
on the BWC Protocol negotiations.
On 6 December, he met with Eleanor K.ra.wutschke,
head of EducationalPrograrns Abroad (EPA), which provides
VERTICwith most of its US interns. On 9 December, he
went to a reception given by FCO Minister of State Peter
Hain, MP. He presented a paper on proliferation of weapons
of mass destruction at a symposium in Tokyo on 19-21

January. The title of the conference, which was organised by
the UN University, was 'On the Threshold: The United
Nations and Global Governance in the New Millennium'.
On 26 January, Trevor attended a seminar on India's
nuclear weapons progr.unme at King~ College, London, given
by DrGeorge Perkovitch of the W. AltonJones Foundation.
On 28 January, he heard the Olairman of the AustralianJoint
Clllefs of Staff, Admirnl (]uis Barrie, speak at the Royal United
Services Institute for Defence Studies (RUSI) on peacekeeping in East Timor. On 4 February; Trevor and Oliver
Meierwent to an all-daynon-proliferation seminar at the FCO,
organised - in co-operation with the FCO - by the Mountbatten Centre for International Studies (MOS) and the Programme for Promoting Nuclear Non-proliferation (pPNN).
At Cllatham House on 7 February; Trevor and Oliver
met the Cllairrnan of the 2000 Nuclear Non-Proliferation
Treaty Review Conference, Ambassador Abdallah Baali, to
discuss institutional, procedural and substantive issues.

Olivcr Meier gave a talk to the West Midlands Campaign
for Nuclear Disarmament on 27 November about the future
prospects for the CIBT. He travelled to Lima, Peru, to attend
the General Conference of the Agency for the Prohibition
of Nuclear Weapons in Latin America and the Caribbean
(OPANAL) and a conference on 'Disarmament and Security:
A New Latin America and Caribbean Agenda for the Next
Millennium', which were held on 30 November-1 December
and 1-3 December respectively. On 7-8 December, Oliver
participated in the UK Atomic Energy Authority-British
Nuclear Fuels Limited seminar on 'Safeguards in the New
.Millennium' in York, UK, where he presented a paper on
'Verification in International Treaties beyond 2000'. He also
gave a talk on 'NewVerification and TransparencyApproaches:
Trends for the Future: Solution or False Secwity?' at a Wtlton
Park non-proliferation conference on 13-17 December.
On 17 January, BBCWorld Radio Europe interviewed
Oliverabout progress in the BWCProtocolnegotiations. On
18 January; he met with the Counsellor at the Cbinese Embassy
in London, Pan Weifang. Oliver represented VERTIC at the
first meeting of the All Party Group on Global Security and
Non-proliferation on 19 January; and, on 26 January, he attended a presentation by Dr George Perkovich entitled 'India's
Nuclear Bomb: The Impact on Global Proliferation', both at
the UK House of Commons.
Berneen 29 and 30 January, Oliver took part in a conference on 'Strengthening the BTWC: A Seminar on the
Recruitment, Training and Operation of the Future Inspectorate' at the OingendaelInstitute, Netherlands. On 4 February,
he participated in a meeting of the MOS-PPNN-FCO
Nuclear Non-Proliferation Study Group. On 7 February; he
contributed to a meeting at Olatham House, involving nongovernmental organisations and the Olairman of the NPT
Review Conference, Ambassador Baali.
Oliver has been working on a chapter examining
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verification of a nuclear test ban for Verifiartim y~ 2000,
as well as on VERTICs submission to the Foreign Mfairs
Select Committee's Inquiry into Weapons of Mass
Destruction. He will have a letter published in the fonhcoming Bulletin if the A taric Scientists on US policy towards
on-site inspections. Oliver's recent publications include pieces
on the implications of US non-ratification of the CIBT and
the crisis in nuclear arms control, which appeared in the
December issue of the German policy journal, BIiitter for
d!utsdJe urxi internat:imie Pditik, and the December 1999January 2000 issue of Wtssens£bifi urxi Friatn respectively.

Oare Tenner attended a presentation on International
Environmental Policy, which \VaS given by the German
Environment Minister, Juergen Trittin, on 16 November at
the London-based Royal Institute of International Mfairs
(RIIA). On 18 November, she was present at a pre-Seattle
conference in London on the World Trade Organisation and
Sustainable Development - arranged by UN Environment
and Development-UK. - and, on 30 November, she participated in a seminar at the Centre for Defence Studies, King's
College, on the Environment and Security. Also on 30
November, Oare met with the head of the Environment,
Science and Energy Department at the Fro, John Ashton,
to discuss multilateral environmental agreements. This was
followed up with a meeting on 13 January2000 with Andrew
Key of the Fro, to talk in more detail about the Climate
Convention and its Kyoto Protocol
On 16 December, aare met with Pablo Kang of the
Australian High Commission and Jake Werkesman of the
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Foundation for International Environmental Law and
Development (FIELD) to discuss Australian policy on the
Kyoto Protocol On 7January; she met with Orristiaan Vrolijk
of the Energy and Environment Programme at the RIIA to
exchange information on their respective environment progranunes. On 9 February; Oare attended a seminar at King's
College, London, given by Bhupendra. Jasani, and, on 17
February; she took part in one of a series of seminars on
verification at the London School of Economics (lSE).
dare spent moch of DecemberandJanuarrresearclUng
and writing tv.o papers for the Verijiaztiaz y~ 2000.
Dw1ng Februaryshe has been worlring closelywith colleagues
at the Institute for European Environmental Research and
FIELD on a joint research project proposal- which focuses
on the European Union (EU)'s implementation of the Kyoto
Protocol- under the EUFifth Framework Programme.
Angela Woodward visited New York and Washington, DG
in January to conduct interviews and research at the UN and
Human Rights Watch. This will help herto prepare VERTICs
report for Landmine Monitor on the UN's involvement in
the implementation of the Ottawa Convention. She presented
the draft report to Landmine Monitor in late January.
On a visit to New Zealand in February she met with
staff at the Political Science Department, University of
Canterbury, and visited Dr Kate Dewes and Royal Navy
Commander Robert Green (retired) of the Disarmament and
Security Centre, Orristchurch, New Zealand. On 17 February;
she ~nded a seminar on verification given byNlcholas Sims
at the LSE .

VERTIC is the VerifJCation Research, Training and Infonnation Centre, an independent, non-profIt
making, non-govemmental o~ Its nmsion fi proImte effective aDd eff"JCiem verification as a
means of ensuring confidence in the implememmon of treaties or otheragreemeots that have ~
tional or national security implications. VERTIC aiIm to achieve its mission through resean:h, training.
dissemination of infonnation, aDd intelaction with the re1ev.mt politiCal, diplomatic, teclmical, scientifIC
andllOll-g~commmiies. ABoaItlof Din:ctots fi responsibIcforgener.dovcsigbtof VERTICs
operations aDd an International VerifJCation Consuhants Nnurk provides expen advice. VERTIC is
funded primarily by gr.mts from foundations and trusts.
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